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⏫ෆࡣ㸦What’s Neighborhood Association㸧


ထϋ˟ƸŴࠊထϋƷɟܭƷ˰؏עൟƕ˟ЩƷǋƱƴᐯɼႎƴኽƠŴؓᘍኵጢȷᜭൿኵጢȷႳ௹ኵ
ጢǛૢƑŴ˟ᝲǛਗЈƠӳƍƳƕǒᙀяƦƷ˂ƷᝠเǛᄩ̬ƠƯŴʖምȷൿምȷʙಅᚘဒƳƲǛዮ˟
ƴƓƍƯᜭൿƠŴɦᚡƷѣ̊ƴӕኵǈǇƢŵ˓ॖӋьưƋǓƳƕǒμɭ࠘ьλǛႸਦƢ˰ൟᐯƷ
ƠƘǈưƢŵ૾עᐯ˳ƱƸСࡇႎƴီƳǓǇƢƕŴπσࣱǛ࣓ӼƠŴӞƘƔǒࠊထᘍƷ݅Ƴȑ
ȸȈȊȸƱƠƯŴǄǅଐஜƷϋӲעƴנ܍ƢǔཎƷᐯኵጢưƢŵ

Ź˅ӨࠊƷထϋ˟ƷɼƳφ˳ႎƳѣϋܾ
 ˰ൟႻʝƷᡲዂᲩƝǈᨼᆢȷᨼ˟ƷዜਤሥྸᲩ؏עฌੈȷؾ፦҄ᲩλܖᅔȷʴᅔƍᲩᎊᅔ
ƍᲩႧ៉Ǔȷᢃѣ˟ƳƲᲩᘑែ໊ȷ᧸ཛ໊ƷᚨፗǍዜਤሥྸᲩ᧸ȷ᧸້ȷ᧸ཛȷʩᡫܤμᲩͤࡍف
ᡶȷᅈ˟ᅦᅍᲩᘍƴݣƢǔңщȷᙲஓ


Ź˅Өࠊƴ؏עǨȪǢƴࣖơƯኵጢƞǕƯƍǔᲮƭƷထϋ˟ኵጢ
Ūҥˮထϋ˟Ტ ˳ׇᲣ
ૠɭ࠘ƔǒᲫᲪᲪᲪɭ࠘ˌɥᲢרኖᲭᲪᲪɭ࠘ᲣưನƞǕŴ˰ൟƴƱƬƯஇǋ៲ᡈƳኵጢŵ

Ūעғᡲӳထϋ˟Ტ ˳ׇᲣ
ಒƶܖݱఄғϋƷҥˮထϋ˟ƔǒನƞǕŴ࢘ᛆ؏עƷᡲ࠘Ʊ࠼؏ႎƳᛢ᫆ᚐൿǛǔኵጢŵ

Ūғᡲӳထϋ˟ᧈңᜭ˟ᲢᲯ˳ׇᲣ
˅ӨࠊƷᲯƭƷᘍғϋƷעғᡲӳထϋ˟ᧈƔǒನƞǕŴғϋƷ˰ൟᐯኵጢƷᏋƱ࠼؏
ႎƳᛢ᫆ᚐൿǛǓƳƕǒŴғƷό๖ƳᢃփƴᝡྂƢǔኵጢŵ

Ū˅Өࠊᡲӳထϋ˟ᧈ˟ᲢᲫ˳ׇᲣ
Ӳғᡲӳထϋ˟ᧈңᜭ˟Ʒ˟ՃᲢעғᡲӳထϋ˟ᧈᲣǛǋƬƯኵጢƞǕŴғңᜭ˟ႻʝƷዬ݅
ƳᡲઃǛǓŴμࠊႎƳᛢ᫆ᚐൿǛǓƳƕǒŴࠊƷό๖Ƴᢃփƴ݃ɨƢǔኵጢŵ

What’s Neighborhood Association
Created by the local people, the Neighborhood Association follows a fixed set of rules operated by
the Executive Committee, the Decisions Committee and the Inspection Committee. They collect a
membership fee along with receiving municipality subsidiaries and other revenues. The
associations` budget, account settlement and business planning are taken care of at the General
Assemblies. Though participation is not mandatory, the aim is to get all households to join. This
system differs from local autonomous bodies, as it is a unique, public-oriented organization that
dates back from long ago. It works closely with local governments in most areas of the country.
Below, the following operations are addressed.

ࠐSendai City`s Neighborhood Associations` Main Activity Content
Close communication between residents / maintenance of garbage collection areas and
administration of small community centers / community cleaning and environmental
beautification / school entrance celebration, Coming of Age Day and Respect for the Age
Day celebration / Bon festival dance, and athletic meets / installation of street and
security lights and their maintenance / disaster

social welfare / supporting the

administration and submitting requests
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ࠐSystematic Organization of the Four Neighborhood Associations Corresponding to
Sendai`s Geographical Areas
ەUnit Neighborhood Associations (1,393 groups)
Composed of a close-knit system from several to more than 1,000 households (with an
approximate average of 300 households) in direct contact with its citizens.
ەDistrict Alliance Neighborhood Association (113 associations)
Composed mostly of unit neighborhood associations included in elementary schools precincts.
The organizations work to solve problems in the surrounded areas creating a sense of local
community.
ەWard Alliance Neighborhood Association Joint Council Chairs (5 organizations)
This council consists of the chairs from each of the 5 district alliance neighborhood associations.
They contribute to foster residents` autonomous organizations, helping to solve problems in the
surrounded areas and to smooth management within the ward administrations.
ەSendai Alliance Neighborhood Association Board (1 organization)

This organization promotes the municipal administration while coordinating with the
board members (the chairs of the district alliance neighborhood associations). It also
works in close cooperation with the associations to create the blueprints for each
aspect of the wards and helps solve all city-like problems.

community cleaning and environmental            disaster drill
beautification
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ྜၐ㝲⤂㸦Chorus Profile㸧

᳂᳅˅Өڡݲ࠰ݲӳᨛ
ᲫᲳᲯᲳ࠰ᲮஉŴ˅ӨࠊСᲱᲪԗ࠰ǛᚡࣞƠƯᚨᇌŵ˅ӨࠊᧈǛᨛᧈƴᡇƑŴ˅Өࠊϋٳƴ˰נ
ƢǔܖݱᲫ࠰ဃƔǒ᭗ఄᲬ࠰ဃǇưƷڡݲ࠰ݲƴǑƬƯನƞǕŴᨛՃƷജጀƷǈƳǒƣͤ
μƳʴ࢟ǛႸƱƠƯŴ፦ƠƘദƠƍଐஜᛖƷജƱƷƾǕƍƋƍǛٻЏƴŴӳǛᡫơƯע
؏ᅈ˟ǁƷ᪦ಏ૨҄Ʒࣱ҄ƴᝡྂƠƯƍǇƢŵ
࠰ᲫᲬஉɥକƴܭ˟ڌŴٰӳܿƳƲǛɼƳѣƱƠƯŴƜǕǇưɶƷᧈବࠊŴȏȳǬ
Ȫȸڡݲ࠰ݲӳׇƱƷʩ්ŴȝȫȈǬȫǁƷڌᘍŴǹȚǤȳȷǢȳȀȫǷǢ᪦ಏᅛǁƷЈ
ƳƲࢢٶƳѣǛᘍƬƯƍǔŵᲫᲳᲳᲯ࠰ࡇžǈǍƗδᇜ૨҄ƓƯǜƱƞǜចſӖចŵǪȚȩ
ૅ̽ࠝᧈžᢒƍࠌſƷИƴӋьƠŴறƷᣃȷࠊൟȡȀȫǛӖចŵǪȚȩžȈǹǫſžȩȷȜ
ǨȸȠſ
žᮂᇳſ
žǫȫȡȳſƳƲЈٶૠŵ

NHK Sendai Boys and Girls Choir
The choir was established in 1959 for the 70th anniversary of
Sendai’s designation as a city, and has been supported by NHK since
2005. The members’ ages range from the first grade of elementary
school to high school. We aim to develop their characters as well as
their voices. We sing placing importance on the Japanese language,
and strive to contribute to the local music culture through choral
music. We were awarded the Children’s culture prize “Otentosan” in
1995. We sang in the first performance of the opera “Toi ho” in 2000,
and we were awarded the “Mori no Miyako” citizen’s gold prize.

Ӑ᭤ྡӑ


Ū ǈǜƳΨൢƳᅶᢋ

  ࣄᐻƷ˅ӨƷஇИƷδᇜӳ
Ū ྶעǑ
  ଯԧᲮᲳ࠰ᲫᲬஉŴӳᨛИƷ
Ū ᑶƸԵƘ
᳂᳅ிଐஜٻᩗȗȭǸǧǯȈȆȸ
Ȟǽȳǰ
èǈǜƳưജƍǇƠǐƏŵ

ਦ   ੱᲴ˱ ᕲ ค ɟƞǜ
Ȕ Ǣ ȎᲴ ރຓ ᬐ ጢƞǜ
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㛗ᣵᣜ㸦Opening Address㸧

˅Өࠊᡲӳထϋ˟ᧈ˟˟ᧈ  ᧺ ᢿ ഐ ʍ




ႏಮ ஜଐƸ˅ӨࠊƷထϋ˟˖ဒƷǷȳȝǸǦȠƴƝӋьǛƍƨƩƖŴƋǓƕƱƏƝƟƍǇƢŵ
 έƷிଐஜٻᩗƷႆဃƷᨥƸŴɭမӏƼଐஜƷӲעƔǒٶƘƷƝૅੲǛƍƨƩƖǇƠƨŵ
࣎ƔǒҽƘƓᅇဎƠɥƛǇƢŵ
 ƓᨏಮưŴ˅ӨࠊƷࣄᐻཞඞƸŴඝެ؏עӏƼɯᨒ࠘עƷஜႎƳࣄʙǋьᡮ҄ƞǕŴᘮᎍǋ
ˎᚨ˰ܡƔǒࣄᐻπփ˰ܡǁƱᆆ᠃ƕӧᏡƴƳǓŴǑƏǍƘଢǔƞƕᙸƑƯǇƍǓǇƠƨŵ
 ிଐஜٻᩗႆဃǛਰᡉƬƯǈǇƢƱŴ˅ӨࠊƸᩗࡇᲰࢍˌɥƷੵǕƱඝެ؏עưƸᲱ᳧Ʒඬƴ
᙭ǘǕŴȩǤȕȩǤȳƕͣഥƠٶƘƷࠊൟƕᢤᩊƴൈПƢǔʙ७ƱƳǓǇƠƨƕŴӲထϋ˟ƕɶ࣎Ʊ
ƳǓܖఄӏƼᘍƱɟደƴƳƬƯࣖݣƍƨƠǇƠƨŵ
 Ӳထϋ˟ƸŴᲫᲳᲲᲬ࠰ƴႆဃƠƨžܷ؉ჄඌעᩗſƷϐஹƴͳƑƯŴಮŷƳጀሁǛܱƠƯƖƨ
ƱƜǖưƢƕŴʻׅƷிଐஜٻᩗƔǒƸŴƞǒƴٻƖƳǛࢽǇƠƨŵ
 ஜଐƸŴƦǕǒǛ៊ǇƑƯŴʻࢸŴ؏עƱƠƯƍƔƴӕኵǜưƍƘƷƕஓǇƠƍƔǛᎋƑǔೞ˟ưƝ
ƟƍǇƢŵƜƷೞ˟ƴŴɭမƱϋƷႏಮ૾ƴᅶᢋƷӕኵǈǛǈƯƍƨƩƖŴӲŷƷ؏עƴƓƚǔ᧸ȷ
ถƷӋᎋƴƳǕƹ࠳ƍƱ࣬ƬƯƓǓǇƢŵ

Opening Address
Kinya Abe, President of The Federation of Sendai Neighborhood Association Chairmen
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your participation in the Sendai Neighborhood Association
Project Symposium. I would like to express my sincere gratitude for the support that we have
received from all over Japan as well as from the international community after the Great East
Japan Earthquake.
Fortunately, the reconstruction of Sendai, its coastal area and hill country was swiftly
undertaken, and the disaster victims can now begin to relocate from the temporary to the disaster
reconstruction municipal housing. At long last, we can finally see the light at the end of the tunnel.
Looking back at the outbreak of the Great East Japan Earthquake, the city of Sendai registered a
seismic intensity of six upper on the Japanese scale, and the coastal area was hit by a seven-meter
tsunami. All lifelines were cut off, and a large number of citizens rushed to the refuge areas.
However, schools and local administrations together quickly gathered around the neighborhood
associations to respond to the needs of the citizens.
In preparation for a possible re-occurrence of a 1982 Miyagi Prefecture Coastal Earthquake like
disaster, all communities have conducted several evacuation drills over the years. This time around,
we have learned valuable lessons from the Great East Japan Earthquake.
I would like to take this opportunity, based on this experience, to think of what we can do in the
future to protect and support our communities, hoping that our disaster prevention and damage
reduction efforts can benefit Japan and the rest of the world.
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⚃㎡㸦Congratulatory Speech㸧

μᐯ˟ᡲӳ˟˟ᧈ     ޛɶ ྻ ᄶ
        Takuma Yamanaka, President of The Federation of Japan
Neighborhood Association

ᇹᲭׅᡲ᧸ɭမ˟ᜭƷȑȖȪȃǯȕǩȸȩȠƱƠƯŴ˅Өࠊᡲӳထϋ˟ӏƼ˅Өࠊɼ͵Ʒžٻᩗ
ƔǒܖƿᩗƴࢍƍǇƪƮƘǓǷȳȝǸǦȠſƕ͵ƞǕǇƢƜƱƴŴขကƳǔॖǛᘙƠǇƢŵ
Ხ࠰ЭƷிଐஜٻᩗႆဃŴᅶƸإᢊƞǕƨٻܹƷಮ܇ǛԐᐯڂƱƠƯᙸƭǊŴӷƴŴेܭǛ
ឬƑǔᐯƷщƴᚕƍǑƏƷƳƍщज़ƴᙴǘǕǇƠƨŵ
ƠƔƠŴᩗࢸƷᘮעӲעƔǒˡƑǒǕƨŴᢤᩊưƷಮŷƳࣖݣŴᘮࢸƷ؏עưƷૅƑӳƍŴɟ
ଐǋଔƍࣄŴࣄᐻǛႸਦƠভԡƴӕǓኵǉۋǛਖᙸƠŴોǊƯžͳƑǔƜƱſ
Ŵ
žяƚӳƏƜƱſŴ
žˡ
ƑǔƜƱſƷᙲࣱƴൢƮƔƞǕǇƠƨŵ

ƜǕǇư࠹ࡇƱƳƘᙹٻƳܹǛኺ᬴ƠƨƕưƸŴܹݣሊؕஜඥƷؕஜྸࣞƷɶƴŴ
ž˰ൟ
ɟʴɟʴƕᐯǒᘍƏ᧸ѣӏƼᐯɼ᧸ኵጢƦƷ˂Ʒ؏עƴƓƚǔٶಮƳɼ˳ƕᐯႆႎƴᘍƏ᧸
ѣǛ̟ᡶƢǔƜƱŵ
ſƕǘǕƯƍǇƢŵᐯ˟Ǎထϋ˟ƳƲƷѣƸŴ˰ൟƕܤμư࣎ܤƠƯǒ
Ƥǔ؏עƮƘǓƷᄩᇌǛႸਦƢǋƷưŴƜƷؕஜྸࣞǛܱោƢǔǋƷƱƍƑǇƢŵ
ᐯ˟ሁƷμኵጢưƋǔŷμᐯ˟ᡲӳ˟ǋŴ
ž᧸؏עѣƷਖ਼ᡶſǛᙲሊƷɟƭƴਫ਼ƛŴ
Ӳ؏עƴƓƍƯŴᐯɼ᧸ኵጢኽƷ̟ᡶǍෞ᧸ׇሁ˂˳ׇƱƷᡲઃࢍ҄ŴᢤᩊጀƳƲܹᘮܹ᠉ถ
ƷƨǊƷѣƷਖ਼ᡶƳƲƴӕǓኵǜưƓǓǇƢŵ

ǇƨŴମ࠰ƷᲫᲪஉƴŴ᩺ޢჄකࠊư͵Ơƨμ˟ٻƴƓƍƯƸŴ
ž؏עƷ᧸щǛƍƔƴ᭗Ǌ
ǔƔſǛȆȸȞƴŴ᧸ѣƴ᧙ƢǔஊᜤᎍǍέᡶႎӕኵǛܱƠƯƍǔᐯɼ᧸ኵጢƷˊᘙᎍሁƴǑ
ǔȑȍȫȇǣǹǫȃǷȧȳǛᘍƍŴ࢘˟˟ՃƷ᧸ॖᜤƷӼɥǛǓǇƠƨŵ
ᐯɼ᧸ኵጢࢍ҄Ʒ᠃ೞƱƳƬƨ᧵ᅕȷែٻᩗƔǒᲬᲪ࠰ƷራႸƷ࠰ƴ͵ƞǕǔŴᇹᲭׅᡲ᧸
ɭမ˟ᜭƸŴ؏עƴƓƚǔ᧸ݣሊƴӕǓኵǉɥưŴ٭ٻᙲƳˮፗƮƚƷ˟ᜭưƋǔƱӖƚഥǊƯ
ƓǓǇƢŵ

ҤෙȈȩȕ߾עٻᩗƸŴᡈƍݩஹႆဃƷӧᏡࣱƕಊǊƯ᭗ƍƱᚕǘǕƯƍǇƢŵ࢘ǷȳȝǸǦȠưƷ
ᜭᛯǍ੩ᚕሁƸŴ؏עƷ᧸ѣƷӋᎋƱƳǔǋƷưƋǓŴႏಮƷʻࢸƷӕኵƴဇƍƨƩƚǔǋƷƱ
ࢳƠƯƓǓǇƢŵ
இࢸƴŴிଐஜٻᩗƔǒƷɟଐǋଔƍࣄᐻƱŴஜଐƓᨼǇǓƷႏಮƷƝŴƝͤѨǛᅌࣞƠǇƠƯŴ
ƋƍƞƭƱƍƨƠǇƢŵ
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žܹƴࢍƍ؏עƮƘǓƱਤዓӧᏡƳ؏עƮƘǓƷɲᇌǛႸਦƠƯſ

ி҅ܖٻܹᅹܖᨥᄂᆮ  ˱ ᕲ   ͤ ൞


Źிଐஜٻᩗƴထϋ˟ƕௐƨƠƨࢫл
  ˅ӨࠊưƸŴܷ؉ჄඌעᩗᲢרᲭᲱ࠰ԗưႆဃƢǔƱʖेᲣƴͳƑŴထϋ˟Ǜɶ࣎ƱƠƨᐯɼ
᧸ѣƕޒƞǕƯƖǇƠƨŵிଐஜٻᩗƴƓƍƯŴထϋ˟ƕɶ࣎ƱƳƬƯܖݱఄǍӲᆔׇ؏ע
˳ƱᡲઃƠƯᢤᩊᢃփሁƕᘍǘǕǔƳƲထϋ˟ƕᩗࣖݣưٻƖƳࢫлǛௐƨƠǇƠƨŵ
Ź܇ƲǋƷ؏עӋဒƷਖ਼ᡶ
 ᅶᢋƸŴிଐஜٻᩗưࢽƨƳƲǛɭˊዒ১ƠƯƍƘ࣏ᙲƕƋǓǇƢŵ᧸ƷƜƱǛᎋƑŴᘍ
ѣƢǔƷƸŴٻʴƴǋ܇ƲǋƨƪƴǋσᡫƷᛢ᫆ưƋǓŴ؏עƙǔǈưྸᚐǛขǊŴ܇Ʋǋƨƪǋଐ
ࠝႎƴ؏עӋဒƢǔೞ˟ǛفǍƢƜƱƕᙲưƢŵ
Ź᧸؏עƱܖఄ᧸Ʒᗡӳ
  ܹƴࢍƍ؏עƮƘǓƱਤዓӧᏡƳ؏עƮƘǓƷɲᇌƷƨǊƴƸŴƜǕǇưКŷƴܱƞǕƯƖƨ
ထϋ˟ɶ࣎ƷٻʴƷᐯɼ᧸ѣƱŴܖఄƷᎰՃǍδᇜȷဃࢻƴǑǔܖఄ᧸ƱǛஊೞႎƴƭƳƛ
ǔƜƱƕᛢ᫆ưƢŵ᧸ܖ፼ǛᡫƠƯᣂםǛग़Ƣǔ܇ƲǋƨƪǛفǍƢƜƱƸŴᧈƠƯᣂםǛૅƑ
ǔٻʴƕفƑǔƜƱƴƳǓŴਤዓӧᏡƳ؏עƮƘǓƷࣅڤǛဃǉƱᎋƑǇƢ

Striving Toward Building Sustainable and Coexisting Earthquake Resistant Communities
Takeshi Satou, Professor of Tohoku University, International Research Institute of Disaster Science
ࠐThe Role Neighborhood Associations Played After the Earthquake
In preparation for another Miyagi Prefecture Coastal earthquake, predicted to occur
approximately once every 37 years, neighborhood associations took charge of independent disaster
prevention activities in Sendai. The role of the neighborhood associations was to operate shelters in
cooperation with elementary schools and various local organizations during the Great East Japan
Earthquake.
ࠐPromoting Children Participation in the Districts
We need to pass on the lessons learned from the Great East Japan Earthquake to the next
generations. Taking into consideration disaster preventions, adults and children alike need to take
action. We must spread among communities an increased level of understanding, and, in order to
achieve this, give children more opportunities to become more involved in district activities on a
regular basis.
ࠐFusion of Districts and Schools Disaster Prevention Activities
In order to maintain the balance between a disaster strong district and an ever improving
community, our challenge is to build organic links between past, separately conducted adult
disaster prevention activities controlled by neighborhood associations, and the schools` disaster
prevention programs with teachers, students and kindergarteners. Through learning disaster
prevention, the number of children who learn to care for their hometown will increase, as they grow,
the numbers of adults who support their hometown will also increase, creating at the same time a
positive cycle of sustained community improvement.
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žᣃ࣎ᢿƷᢤᩊᢃփ ႆƷཞඞƱྵנƷӕኵǈſ
᳸࠙ܡᩊᎍŴᚇήܲŴသܖဃǁƷࣖݣƷᛢ᫆᳸

᩷ᓶғ༾עғᡲӳထϋ˟˟ᧈ    ʻ    רƞǜ

ᣃ࣎ᢿƴƋǔ༾עғƷܖݱఄƴƸŴிଐஜٻᩗƷᨥƴŴ࠙ܡᩊᎍǍᚇήܲŴသܖဃǛԃǉܖဃ
ƳƲᲬҘʴˌɥƕƠ݃ƤŴ࣯ᢣࠊൟǻȳǿȸƷᢤᩊᚨƳƲƠƯࣖݣƠǇƠƨŵཎࣉႎƳƷƸŴע
ғϋƓǑƼᡈᨩƴி҅ܖٻǭȣȳȑǹƕᇌעƠŴעғƴသܖဃǍٳʴᄂᆮᎍƱƦƷܼଈƕٶƘ˰ǜư
ƍǔƜƱǋƋǓŴٶƘƷٳʴƕᢤᩊƠƯƖƨƜƱưƢŵ૨҄ǍဃಮࡸƷᢌƍƴৎषƍŴȈȩȖȫƕ
ႆဃƠƨƜƱǋƋǓŴᢤᩊᎍᐯǒǋᢃփƴઃǘƬƯǋǒƏ࣏ᙲࣱǛၘज़ƠǇƠƨŵ
 ࠙ܡᩊᎍǍᚇήܲǁƷࣖݣƴƭƍƯƸᘍƕɶ࣎ƴਃƏ૾ᤆưƢƕŴသܖဃƳƲٳʴǁƷࣖݣƴ
ƭƍƯƸעғưࣖݣǛᡶǊƯƍǇƢŵᲬᲮ࠰Ɣǒ࠰ᲫᲫஉƴသܖဃǛԃǊƨӳӷ᧸ጀǛ͵
ƠŴᢃփǹǿȃȕƱƠƯသܖဃǛԃǉܖဃǋӋьƠƯƍǇƢŵ˟ئǛŴܖݱఄŴࠊൟǻȳǿȸŴி҅ٻ
ܖǰȩǦȳȉƱ٭ׅƑƯƍǇƢŵƞǒƴٳʴƱƷଐ᪭ƔǒƷʩ්ǛƢǔƨǊƴŴעғƷӲᆔᘍʙǁ
ƷӋьǛԠƼƔƚǔɟ૾ưŴᅶᢋƕᨥʩ්ƴ᧙ƢǔᘍʙƴӋьƢǔƳƲƠƯƍǇƢŵ

Shelter Planning and Management Within Cities, the Condition at Times of
Disasters and the Current Actions Taken䛃
ࠥTackling problems that tourists, students and stranded commuters faceࠥ
Hitoshi Konno, Aobaku, Katahira Ward Alliance Neighborhood Association Chairperson
When the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred, more than two thousand stranded commuters,
tourists and students, including foreign exchange students, rushed to the Katahira neighborhood
elementary schools where makeshift community and evacuation centers were set up. This
community is home to many foreign students, and researchers alike who live in the vicinity of the
Katahira Campus with their families, and many of these foreigners sought shelter in these centers.
However, because of the cultural and life-style differences, confusion and problems often ensued.
Together with the many refugees, we fully realized the importance of taking part in management
operations in times of disasters.
We encourage local municipalities to take center stage when dealing with stranded commuters
and tourist, but in the case of foreigners and foreign students, the neighborhood association should
be the organization responding to their needs. Since 2012, we have been performing joint disaster
prevention drills every November involving government staff members, and foreign students alike
in the drill organization. Each year, drill locations vary from event to event, taking place in
elementary schools, civic centers or the Tohoku University ground. We also invite foreigners to
participate in various events to promote international exchanges in the community on a regular
basis.
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žிଐஜٻᩗƱ؏עƷጟƕǓ᳸ᩗႆဃᲳଐႸƔǒƷࣄȷࣄᐻƷӕኵǈ᳸ſ

ܷ؉ғ᭗ჿעғᙱҾထϋ˟˟ᧈ   ٻԧဋ Ջ ဏƞǜ


 ˅ӨลƷҤͨƴᨩƢǔኖᲫᲪᲪᲪɭ࠘ƕ˰ǜưƍƨɶעғƸŴٻඬƴǑǓْ๒ႎƳᘮܹǛӖƚ
ǇƠƨŵ˅Өࠊƕܹүᨖғ؏ƴਦܭƠƨƨǊŴϋᨕᢿǁƷᆆ᠃Ǜ˷ΒƳƘƞǕƨעғưƢŵ
 ႆᲳଐࢸŴעғƷࢫՃƕɶ࣎ƱƳƬƯžɶܖݱఄғࣄݣሊஜᢿſǛᚨᇌƠŴӲထϋ˟Ʒཞඞᄩ
ᛐŴǬȬǭƷગӊǍᘍ૾ɧଢᎍƷ਼ኧƳƲƷऴإǛσஊƢǔƳƲࣄƴƭƍƯॖᙸʩ੭ƠƯƖǇƠƨŵ
ᲰஉƔǒƸžɶܖݱఄғࣄᐻݣሊۀՃ˟ſƴોᆅƠŴʻࢸƷࣄᐻƴӼƚƯƷңᜭǛŴྵנǋዓƚƯƍ
ǇƢŵφ˳ႎƴƸŴӲᆔࣄᐻʙಅƴ᧙ƢǔऴإǛ৭੮ƠŴƦǕǒƴݣƢǔ˰ൟƷᙲஓȷ੩కǛƱǓǇƱ
ǊᘍƴᙲஓȷʩฏƠƯƖǇƠƨŵྵנƸŴɶעғƷᩗᢡನƷȢȋȥȡȳȈƷᇌǍᆆ᠃ួעƷπ
טƷૢͳƳƲƕɼƳᜭ᫆ưƢŵᲲᲪׅǛૠƑǔᜭʙƸžɶܖݱఄғǳȟȥȋȆǣǵǤȈſƴਫ਼᠍Ơ
ƯƍǇƢŵ
 ᆆ᠃ƠǇƢƕŴɶעғƸᅶᢋƷᣂưƢŵᅸƴƸɶעғƷฌੈѣƱᑪ༃˟ŴᲭஉƴƸབྷཌᎍƷ
ӳӷঀᩙࡸχƳƲŴӲ؏עƴЎƢǔ˰ൟƷʩ්ǋᆢಊႎƴᘍƬƯƍǇƢŵ


Connection Between The Great East Japan Earthquake the Various Districts ~
Restoration from the Ninth Day After the Disaster Outbreak. Actions Taken for the
Revival~
Tetsuo Owada, Miyagino Ward Takasago District Nishihara Neighborhood Association
Chairperson
The Nakano district, located to the south of Sendai Port where approximately 1,000 families lived
suffered crushing damage by the massive tsunami. Because Sendai City designated the area a
disaster zone, the district is now forced to move inland.
The district officers played a key role in the recovery of the area. Nine days after the disaster
occurred, they established the "Nakano Elementary School Precinct Restoration Task Force" and
shared information such as checking up on each neighborhood association, organized the removal of
debris and the search for missing persons and exchanged ideas about the restoration. In June of
2011, the project was renamed "the Nakano Elementary School Precinct Revival Measures
Committee" and talks about the revival`s future are still going on today. We have concretely
analyzed the information from various reconstruction projects, collected citizens` requests and
demands, and presented the suggestions to the government for negotiations. Currently, the main
items on the agenda are erecting a commemorative monument in Nakano District, and maintaining
parks and other buildings in the ruins ground. The minutes of the discussions have been recorded
on the “Nakano Elementary School Precinct Community Site” more than 80 times.
Though we are in the process of moving, the Nakano district remains our hometown. For the fall
season we are actively organizing a cleanup of the Nakano district, Imoni Nabe parties (pot-au-feu
picnic parties by the river), a joint memorial service for the victims of the Tsunami in March, and a
get-together exchange between the dispersed citizens.
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žᢤᩊᢃփƔǒܖǜƩ᧸؏עƱǇƪƮƘǓſ

ᒉғҤעғထϋ˟ᡲӳ˟˟ᧈ   ᓌ ʟ   ᒔƞǜ


 ிଐஜٻᩗƷᨥŴҤעғထϋ˟ᡲӳ˟ƸŴܖݱఄƱɶܖఄŴǳȟȥȋȆǣǻȳǿȸƷᲭƔƷᢤ
ᩊǛŴܖఄǍ؏עƷՠࡃᘑƱ˰ൟŴӲᆔ˳ׇƷңщƠƳƕǒᢃփƠǇƠƨŵཎƴŴɶܖఄưƸඬư
ᘮƠƨᒰාעғƱɶעғ˰ൟኖᲫᲲᲪʴǋӖƚλǕŴኖᲫȶஉ᧓ᢃփƠǇƠƨŵ
 ƜǕƸŴᲬᲪᲪᲯ࠰ƴ˅ӨࠊƕܱƠƨžዮӳ᧸ጀſǛೞƴŴᡲӳထϋ˟ƩƚưƳƘӲᆔ˳ׇǍ
Ӳೞ᧙ሁƱɟደƴ᧸ጀǛዓƚƯƖƨƜƱŴᲬᲪᲪᲳ࠰ƔǒƸᢤᩊᢃփጀǛ͵ƠƯƖƨƜƱư
Ӳᆔ˳ׇƱƷᡲઃ˳СƕૢƬƯƍƨƜƱƕјௐǛႆੱƠƨƱ࣬ƍǇƢŵ
 ǇƨŴᢤᩊᢃփƴ࢘ƨƬƨʴŷǍᢤᩊƠƯƖƨʴŷǛݣᝋƴܱƠƨǢȳǱȸȈᛦ௹ƷኽௐǛ៊Ǉ
ƑƯžܹᘍѣᚘဒſǛ˺ƠŴƦǕƴؕƮƍƯ᧸ጀǛܱƠǇƠƨŵƦƷࢸǋ࠰ݲƠƣƭો
ᑣǛьƑƳƕǒዒዓƠƯƍǇƢŵ
 ʻࢸƸŴ؏עƷഏˊǛਃƏɶܖဃƱƷƭƳƕǓǛॖᜤƠƨѣƕᙲƱᎋƑƯƍǇƢŵ̓܇ƨƪƷ᩼
ᘍ᧸ഥǍͤμᏋǛᡫơƨǳȟȥȋȆǣƮƘǓƸŴܹƴࢍƍǇƪƮƘǓƴƭƳƕƬƯƍƘƱ࣬ƍǇƢŵ



Lessons Learned From Shelter Management in Regional Disaster
Preventions and Urban Developments
Shigeru Sugai, Wakabayashi Ward Nanzai District Alliance Neighborhood Association
Chairperson
When the Great East Japan Earthquake hit, the Nanzai District Neighborhood Association
Alliance operated refuge areas in elementary, junior high schools and community centers where
tsunami hard-hit Arahama district and approximately 180 Nakano district inhabitants took shelter
for about one month, thanks to the cooperation between the local businesses, the residents and the
surrounding local organizations.
We have conducted evacuation drills with various organizations and institutions as well as
neighborhood association alliances since Sendai City first conducted its comprehensive disaster
preventions drills in 2005, and in 2009, shelter operation drills have also included the cooperation
of the various organizations which, we believe, have been quite effective so far.
Based on the results of surveys targeting people who were in charge of managing shelters and
evacuees, we came up with a disaster plan and conducted evacuation drills based on this plan, and
every year, we have made incremental improvement.
In the future, we think it is important to focus our attention on the district`s junior high school
generation. We want to build a strong community where children will be safe from juvenile
delinquency, where they can grow into sound bodies and minds. Doing so, will ensure the
development of a disaster resistant community.
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žᣃࠊ҄ƕᡶǉ؏עƴƓƚǔᢤᩊᢃփƴƭƍƯſ

ٽႉғᧈထעғထϋ˟ᡲӳ˟˟ᧈ    ක  ɢƞǜ


ᧈထҤܖݱఄעғƸŴᡈ࠰࣯ᡮƴᣃࠊ҄ƕᡶǉ؏עưƢŵٻᩗႆဃƴƸŴܖݱఄƴ˰ൟƩƚưƳ
ƘᨩٻՠಅᚨǍעɦᤧМဇᎍƳƲᲬҘӸǛឬƑǔᢤᩊᎍƕƠ݃ƤŴᢤᩊᢃփƸಊǊƯӈƠƍ
ؾƷɶưƷѣưƠƨŵ
 ƜƷ˳᬴Ǜ៊ǇƑƯŴᢤᩊƷƋǓ૾ƱᢃփƴƭƍƯŴ؏עȷܖఄȷᘍƴьƑŴՠಅᚨ᧙̞ᎍƴ
ǋȡȳȐȸƱƠƯӋဒƠƯƍƨƩƖŴૼƠƍžᢤᩊᢃփȞȋȥǢȫſǛ˺ƠǇƠƨŵƦƷཎࣉƱƠ
ƯƸŴĬᙀяᢤᩊȷעғᢤᩊᚨǛفᚨƢǔƱƱǋƴŴٻՠಅᚨǛɟႎƳžʙಅᢤᩊᚨſ
ƴˮፗƮƚƨƜƱŴĭ˰ൟƷܤԁᄩᛐӏƼᙲੲᜱᎍȷૅܡנੲƷ˳СƮƘǓƷᄩᇌǛႸਦƠŴ
žᨩяſ
ƴǑǔѣƱӲܼࡊƔǒƷܤԁƷॖ࣬ᘙᅆѣƴǑǔ́ဇѣǛ൭ǊƨƜƱŴĮထϋ˟᩼ьλȞȳǷȧ
ȳƷ᧙̞ᎍƱႆƴƓƚǔ؏עӏƼᢤᩊƱƷᡲ࠘ѣŴࢫлЎਃƴƭƍƯᛅƠӳƍǛਤƪŴңщ˳
СƷᄩᇌǛƬƯƖƨƜƱŴįእǑǓ؏עưƷਮਠѣǛਖ਼ᡶƢǔƜƱŴƷᲮƭưƢŵཎƴŴįƕμ
ƯƷؕஜƱƳǔǋƷưŴӢʻܱោɶưƢŵ

Shelter Management for The Advancement of Urbanization
Toshikazu Kakinuma, Taihaku Ward Nagamachi Area Neighborhood Association
Alliance Chairperson
The Nagamachi Minami elementary school precinct urban area has recently shown a rapid
growth. At the time of the earthquake outbreak, more than 2,000 people including community
residents, adjacent large commercial facilities, and subway users who flocked to the elementary
schools lived in extremely severe conditions.
Based on this experience, information on how to operate shelters was collected from various
sources such as schools, government administrations, as well the business community to make the
new “Refuge Area Operation Manual.” Four special features are predominant in the manual:
(1)Building more supplementary refuge areas, district refuge facilities and setting large commercial
facilities as temporary "refuge facilities;" (2) ensuring the safety of citizens and people requiring
assistance, planning an at-home support system based on the [neighbor assistance] movement
where each family can be guaranteed a sense of security and requesting cooperation from both the
families and the neighborhood associations; (3) working in cooperation with condominium residents
who do not belong to the local neighborhood association to determine and plan the role allotment,
and (4) promoting a culture of greetings among the local residents. No. 4, being a fundamental
principle, is now being practiced.
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ࣃࢿࣝࣇ࢛࣮࣒ࣛ㸦Panel Forum㸧

žٻᩗƷᢤᩊᢃփƱעׇٻƷᢤᩊᢃփȞȋȥǢȫƮƘǓſ

                    ඡғݩႳᙱထϋ˟˟ᧈ   ᧙ ϋ ଯ ɟƞǜ


ݩႳעׇưƸŴிଐஜٻᩗƷႆ࢘ИŴݱɶܖఄᲭఄưᢤᩊǛᚨƠŴஇኳႎƴƸܖݱఄᲫఄư
ƷᢤᩊᢃփƱƳǓǇƠƨŵƦƷܖݱఄƴƸ࢘ИᲬᲰᲪӸᆉƷᢤᩊᎍƕƓǓŴᢤᩊᎍƷٻҞƸŴბƷ៲
ბƷǇǇƷཞ७ưŴ૰ȷ൦ƳƲஇ˯࣏ᙲԼǋਤƪӳǘƤƣŴࢼƬƯ݊ƞݣሊǍᘓဃ᩿Ŵज़௨ʖ᧸ሊŴ
ǇƨŴჽǹȈȸȖưƷ໑ƖЈƠǛ˷ΒƳƘƞǕǔཞඞưƠƨŵ́ƤƯᢤᩊᢃփƷͯǒưዅ൦ૅੲǋ
ᘍƍǇƠƨƕŴƍƣǕǋଐȜȩȳȆǣǢǛᄩ̬ƢǔƳƲƠƯ˴ƱƔʈǓឭƑǇƠƨŵ
 ٻᩗǛ៊ǇƑŴעׇϋƷ᧸ॖᜤǛ᭗ǊถƴኽƼƭƚǔƨǊƴŴžܤԁᄩᛐဇଊſƷ˺ᣐࠋƱ
ਫ਼ЈጀƷܱǍ˰ൟƷᙲஓƴࣖƑǔƨǊŴ
ž᧸Ȟȃȗſǋ˺ƠǇƠƨŵ
 ࢘עׇϋƴݱɶܖఄƕᲯఄƋǓŴထϋ˟ƕܖఄғƝƱƴƳƬƯƍƳƍעׇٻƷཎഷࣱƕƋǔɶưŴܖ
ఄғƝƱƷᢤᩊᢃփȞȋȥǢȫǛ˺ƢǔƷƴٶƘƷ˳ׇƱƷᛅƠӳƍǛƶŴᲮሖƷᢃփȞȋȥ
ǢȫǛ˺Ƣǔ࣏ᙲࣱƷଢᄩ҄Ŵᎊᱫ҄ǛᎋॾƠȞȋȥǢȫǛᚐ࢟ࡸƴŴͳᔛԼǛѣྰКƴᘙᚡƢ
ǔƳƲƷپƕӧᏡƴƳǓǇƠƨŵ

Creating a Shelter Management Instruction Manual for Large Housing
Complexes in Times Of Great Disasters
Shouichi Sekiuchi, Izumi Ward Shougen Nishi Neighborhood Chairperson
At the outset of the Great East Japan Earthquake, refuge areas were established in three
elementary and junior high schools in the Shougen housing complex. Later, the refuge
administration was concentrated in one single elementary school. Initially, there were 260 refugees
in the school. Most of them ran away with only the clothes on their backs, and didn`t even have the
bare minimum necessities such as food and water. As a result, we were not only forced to supply the
refugees with food cooked on kerosene stoves, but we also had to take measures against the cold,
sanitary conditions and the spread of infections. While we managed the shelter, we also helped
distributing water supplies, and secured volunteers on a daily basis. In any case, we were
eventually able to overcome the dire circumstances.
Based on the great earthquake experience, to tie public disaster prevention awareness to an
effective decrease in disasters, we made "safety confirmation flags," distributed drill bulletins, and
to meet residents` demands, we created " disaster prevention plans and evacuation maps. "
Regarding our unusually large local community composed of five elementary and junior high
schools, it does not belong to one precinct in particular. For this reason, we made a refuge
administration manual for each precinct. After repeated talks with various organizations, we
realized the necessity to have four detailed manuals that take into consideration the aging society
by making the manuals in illustration form, and to allocate a storage inventory task to each
neighborhood group.
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žऴإƸԡưƢᲛſ

ǫȊȀЈ៲᩷ᓶғ ˰נȞȪǸȧǼȷȖȩǵȸȫƞǜ


ᅶƸŴᩗႆဃႺࢸƠƹǒƘŴǇǔưЈӝƷᙸƑƳƍȈȳȍȫƴλƬƯƠǇƬƨǑƏưƠƨŵƜƷཞ
७ƔǒƬƯƘǕƨƷƸŴȜȩȳȆǣǢѣưƠƨŵٳʴƷƨǊƷᎇᚪǍᩓᛅႻᛩƷȜȩȳȆǣǢǛ
ᡫƠƯಮŷƳऴإǛࢽǔƜƱƕưƖŴᛡƔƱɟደƴƍǔƜƱư࣎ܤưƖǇƠƨŵǇƨŴૠଐ᧓૰Ʒᄩ
̬ƕưƖƣ࠙ܡƢǔƱŴᨩʴƕž˅Өஔࠊƴᘍƚƹ૰ƕƋǔſƱƑƯƘǕǇƠƨŵƜǕƸŴԡǛܣ
ǔɥưŴƱƯǋٻʙƳऴإưƠƨŵ
 ܹŴऴإƸԡưƢŵችᅕ᩿ŴᎹ˳᩿ƴǋࢨ᪪ƠŴᐯЎƷԡǛܣǔƜƱƕưƖǔƱǘƔǕƹŴӐʴ
ǍᨩʴƷяƚƢǔƜƱǋưƖǇƢŵᅶᢋƸŴܹƴऴإǛᛡưǋλưƖǔǑƏƳ૾ඥǛᎋƑƳƚ
ǕƹƳǓǇƤǜŵଐஜƴ˰ǜưƍǔٳʴưƋǕƹŴቇҥƳଐஜᛖǛȭȸȞ܌ǍƻǒƕƳŴǫǿǫȊư
ƚƹŴᙲƳऴإǛྸᚐƢǔƜƱƕưƖǇƢŵ
 ᑣƍӐʴƱᨩʴǛਤƬƯƍƨƜƱƕŴᅶƷԡǛƍǇƠƨŵٻƖƳܹƕឪƜƬƨƴŴᛡǋɟʴư
ӕǓസƞǕǔǑƏƳཞඞǛ˺ǒƳƍƨǊƴǋŴଐ᪭ƔǒǳȟȥȋȆǣƱƠƯңщƠӳƏƜƱƕٻЏưƢŵ


Information is LIFE !
Aoba Ward Marie-Josee Brassard, Canadian
After the initial shock of the earthquake, depressed, I could not see the light at the end of the
tunnel for a while. However, doing volunteer activities quickly helped me get back on my feet. Being
able to help foreigners as a translator, and a phone operator, allowed me to receive first hand
information. Knowing that I was not alone also gave me peace of mind.
When unable to find food at local supermarkets, a neighbor told me that I could find enough food
to last me several days at the Sendai open-air market. That was the best piece of information I
could receive.
In a time of disaster, information is the decisive factor in someone`s survival. It affects us
emotionally as well as physically. When we can help ourselves, we can help our neighbors and
friends as well. That is why it is of the upmost importance that we think of specific ways to make
information available to everyone. From a foreigner`s point of view, important information should
be in very simple and easy to understand Japanese, using roman characters, hiraga and katakana.
We really need to get together as a community, so that in times of great disasters no one is left
alone. Having great friends and neighbors is what saved my life.
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žறƷᣃƷဋט૨҄ǛӖƚዒƙžૼƠƍဋᑀſǛႸਦƠƯſ

 ܷ؉ғҤᔓဃထϋ˟ࣄᐻᢿʙѦ ᧈޅӴ ဋ ⷀ ʍƞǜ


ҤᔓဃעғƸŴඬƴǑǓကٻƳᘮܹǛӖƚŴٶƘƷԡƱ˰ǇƍƕڞǘǕŴɡ҅ဋ߷ŴᔓဃෙެŴ
ޛᢃඕŴƦƠƯဋလǍދƳƲƷᝅƔƳᐯƴǇǕƨƾǔƞƱƷҾǋڂƍǇƠƨŵҤᔓဃထϋ
˟ưƸŴ˰ൟƕݩஹǁƷࠎஓǛਤƯǔǑƏŴ̾ŷƷ˰ܡϐƱӷƴŴࣄᐻǇƪƮƘǓƕ࣏ᙲƩƱᎋƑŴ
˰ൟӷٟƕᛅƠӳƍǛƶƯƖǇƠƨŵᩗƔǒᲬ࠰ࢸŴ؏עƷഭӪǛኜᚐƖŴ᭽щƱᛢ᫆ǛૢྸƠŴ
žறƷᣃƷဋט૨҄ǛӖƚዒƙƀૼƠƍဋᑀƁ
ſǛႸƴਫ਼ƛƨžࣄᐻǇƪƮƘǓᚘဒſǛሊܭƠǇƠ
ƨŵˌᨀŴᲬƭƷƜƱǛٻʙƴƠƳƕǒǇƪƮƘǓƴӕǓኵǜưƍǇƢŵ
 ɟƭƸŴҤᔓဃעғƴƓƍƯŴƜǕǇưᏋǇǕƯƖƨ˅ӨưƷᝅƔƳǒƠǍˡወ૨҄ŴҾ
ǛٻЏƴƠƨᲬᲪᲪɭ࠘ᙹƷྵעϐƴǑǔࣄᐻǛᘍƏƜƱưƢŵƜǕƸ˅ӨưஇᙹٻƱƳǓ
ǇƢŵǋƏɟƭƸŴᒉƍɭˊǍࣱڡƳƲƷӋьǍٳ؏עƷңщƳƲૼƨƳ̖͌ᚇǍˁኵǈǛӕǓλǕǔ
ƜƱưƢŵ
 ƜǕƔǒஜ҄ƢǔࣄᐻǇƪƮƘǓƴӼƚƯŴထϋ˟Ǜɶ࣎ƱƠƳƕǒǋŴ࠼ƘࠊൟƱᘍƷӋьǛ
ࢽƳƕǒɟደƴžૼƠƍဋᑀſǛ൭ƠƯƍƖƨƍƱ࣬ƍǇƢŵ

Following in the Footstep of Morinomiyako Rural Culture, Aspiring to
Create a " New Countryside”
  Yuya Yoshida, Miyagino Ward Minami Gamo Neighborhood Association, Restoration
Section Director
The district of Minami Gamo was severely damaged by the tsunami, and many lives and homes
were lost. Nanakita River, the Gamo coast, the Teizan Canal and the Sendai Plain`s original
landscape which was surrounded by abundant nature such as fields and woods were destroyed. At
the Minami Gamo neighborhood association, the local residents met repeatedly to talk about the
necessity to reconstruct the town and to rebuild individual houses to give citizens a sense of hope for
the future. Two years after the disaster, we tried to learn from history to sort out the attractive
aspects from the problematic issues of the past, and came up with a reconstruction plan under the
slogan [Morinomiyako: The City of Trees, a brand new countryside preserving its rural culture].
Subsequently, we are working on two important projects.
We have been planning the reconstruction of the town, first by preserving the original landscape
and its affluent life together with the culture, nurtured in the Sendai plain, and by rebuilding 200
households. This represents the biggest reconstructing plan in the Sendai plain area. Another issue
is to adopt a new sense of values and a new system within the neighborhood associations. This
starts with the participation of the younger generations, the women and the cooperation from
outside areas.
In order to head toward a definite reconstruction plan, we need the participation from all citizens
and municipalities to pursue our quest to build a new countryside with the neighborhood
association at the center.
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žிଐஜٻᩗǛኺ᬴ƠƨᅶƕˡƑƨƍƜƱſ

                     ˅ӨࠊᇌɡᣂɶܖఄᲬ࠰ဃ   ޥʟ Եʍᬐƞǜ


ƋƷଐᅶƸŴܖݱఄƷఄᑀư࠙ǔૅࡇǛƠƯƍǇƠƨŵעᩗƴൢƮƖதƷɦƴႏƕᨨǕƨƱƖŴٻƖ
ƳੵǕƕᅶᢋǛ᙭ƍŴƨƘƞǜƷबᯚƕƋƕǓǇƠƨŵᆳŴӫЭ૾ƕଢǔƘƳƬƨǑƏƴज़ơŴ᫊Ǜ
ƋƛǔƱŴႸƷЭƴᖩή໊ƕƋǓǇƠƨŵټʟƕᅶƷதƷɥƴᓳƪƯƖƯƍƨƷưƢŵᓳƪǔئƕƣ
ǕŴᖩή໊ƕлǕƯƍƨǒƱᎋƑǔƱŴஜ࢘ƴᢃƕǑƔƬƨƱ࣬ƍǇƢŵ
 ƦƷࢸŴᅶƸŴ᧸ƴ᧙ƢǔѣǛƠƯƖǇƠƨŵǇƣŴᎋѣᜭ˟ŵ܌ưƸᎋƑƯѣƘᜭ˟ƱƖ
ǇƢŵƦƷɶưŴ᧸ǯȭǹȭȸȉƱƍƏǛ̅ƍŴᑥŷƳᙻໜƴᇌƬƯᎋƑǔጀǛƠǇƠƨŵǇ
ƨŴ؏עưƷ᧸ጀǍ᧸ȞȃȗƷ˺ƳƲƴǋӋьƠǇƠƨŵ
 ᩗƔǒᲮ࠰ŵʻŴᅶƕႏƞǜƴˡƑƨƍƜƱƸŴ
žƜƷᩗǛࣔǕƳƍưǄƠƍſƱƍƏƜƱưƢŵ
ƋƷଐŴᅶᢋƸɟქƴƠƯٻЏƳʴǍཋǛڂƍǇƠƨŵᠲƘᒊƠƍྵܱƷɶƔǒŴǘƣƔƳࠎஓǛ᫂Ǔ
ƴŴɟഩɟഩᡶǜưƖǇƠƨŵᅶᢋƸŴƜƷबƠƍᩗƷᚡচǛᛖǓዒƗŴ҄ƞƤƳƍ፯ѦƕƋǔƱ
࣬ƍǇƢŵƜƷ࣬ƍǛɭမƴˡƑƨƍƱ࣬ƍǇƢŵ

What I Want to Say After Experiencing the Great East Japan Earthquake
Sayaka Iwai, Sendai Shichigo Public Junior High School, 2nd Grade Student
On the day of the earthquake, I was at my elementary school, getting ready to go back home.
When we realized what was happening, we all hid under our desks. As the violent jolts assaulted us,
we could hear the many screams around us. Suddenly, I saw something bright ahead, as I looked up,
I saw a neon light right in from of my eyes. The ceiling had caved onto my desk. If it had shifted just
a little, and the neon light had shattered, I have chills just thinking about what might have
happened. I was really lucky.
Later, I took part in disaster prevention activities. First, we participated in the “Koudou
Gikai” workshop. In kanji, we write “think”, “act” and “assembly” together to emphasize focused
action. In that workshop, we used disaster prevention crossroad teaching materials to come up with
different situational drills. We also made disaster prevention maps and took part in drills in our
district.
Four years have passed since the earthquake occurred. Today, I want to tell everyone, “I
don`t want us to forget about the earthquake”. We lost our loved ones and our personal effects in a
split-second. We lived through a harsh reality, but we maintained a sliver of hope, and we moved on
one step at a time. We must keep the sad memory of the earthquake alive by handing down our
story from generation to generation. This is the thought I want to leave the world with.
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žʴƱ࣎ƷጟƕǓŴ᪦ಏƷщſ

ǷȳǬȸǽȳǰȩǤǿȸᲢٽႉғᲣ  ޛဋ ᅙ ܇ƞǜ


ŰᑶƸ ᑶƸ ᑶƸԵƘ ƍƭƔဃǇǕǔӽƴŰ
 ᩗࢸƴဃǇǕƨƜƷࣄᐻǽȳǰžᑶƸԵƘſǛŴᅶƸૠƑƖǕƳƍǄƲജƬƯƖǇƠƨŵ
 ᩗႺࢸŴ˅ӨࠊϋƷᘑ᪽ƴಮŷƳӳׇƕᨼǇǓŴᅶǋƦƜưജƬƯƍǇƠƨŵٶƘƷʴƕŴജǛ
ƴƠŴƦǕƧǕƷ࣬ƍưž᪦ಏſƕ᪪Ƙӷơ᧓ǛσஊƠƯƍǇƠƨŵ
 ፻࠰ᲫஉŴᅶƸ˅ӨࠊᐮᎰՃƱƠƯˎᚨ˰ܡƷᨼ˟ሥྸʴƱƳǓǇƠƨŵሥྸʴƱƠƯಮŷƳᇌ
ئƷ૾Ʒ٣ǛᎥƍƯƍǔƏƪƴŴᐯЎƴЈஹǔʙƸƳƍƔƱᎋƑŴᅶƸᨼ˟ưႏƞǜƴജǛފƚǔƜ
ƱƴƠǇƠƨŵඑޛƷʙǛ࣬ƍЈƠƳƕǒജƏžᑶƸԵƘſǛŴႏƕჇгƴŴƠƨǓࣇᇰǜƩǓƠƳ
ƕǒŴᎮƍƯƘƩƞƍǇƠƨŵ
 ᪦ಏƸʴƷ࣎Ǜज़ѣƞƤǔƜƱƕЈஹǔŴၷƠǍџൢǛɨƑǔʙƕЈஹǔŴƦƷज़ѣƷᆢǈƶƕƍ
ƭƔƖƬƔƚƱƳǓŴЭӼƖƴƳƬƨǓૼƠƍʙƴȁȣȬȳǸƢǔ࣎ƕဃǇǕƨǓŴʻƷᎋƑǋ٭ǘƬ
ƯƍƘƔǋƠǕƳƍŵ
ᅶƸŴʴƴज़ѣǛɨƑǒǕǔ᪦ಏƸŴᘍѣщǍׇኽщŴƦƠƯžʻࢸƷဃƖƯƍƘщſƴǋጟƕǔӧᏡ
ࣱƕƋǔƱŴࢍƘज़ơǇƠƨŵ

The Connection Between the People, Heart and the Power of Music
Shouko Yamada, Singer Songwriter

Taihaku Ward

Resident

[Flowers, will bloom for you who have yet to be born]
Right after the disaster, I sang “Hana Ha Saku” (Flowers Will Bloom), a survival commemoration
song, too often for me to keep track of. I also performed in the streets of Sendai alongside many
choirs. The “music” of the song resonated through the streets, allowing a large number of people to
share a moment together.
The following January, I became a Sendai City staff member and became manager of a temporary
housing community center. As the manger, I heard about the plight of many people. I wondered
what I could do to help, so I decided to sing at the community center. As I sang “Hana Ha Saku,”
people listened solemnly as they cried and smiled, remembering their loved ones.
Through music we can move people, sooth the heart and give courage. The repetition of these
emotions stimulates people to look up to the future, encouraging them to take on new challenges,
possibly changing their way of thinking in the process.
I strongly believe that the emotions expressed in music are the link that unites the power of
action, solidarity and the “strength to keep on living” together.ma
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žɟʴƻƱǓ˴ƔưƖǔſ

ඡғࠊӸקிထϋ˟˟ᧈ   ᒬ   ᝮ ܇ƞǜ


ிଐஜٻᩗƷŴထϋ˟Ʒᨼ˟ƴᲫᲪᲪӸᆉƷᒉƍ܇ƕᢤᩊƠƯƖǇƠƨŵထϋ˟ࢫՃƸᲲӸŴ
μՃƕࣱڡưƢŵᚃႸዴư̓܇ᢋǛŴƓƹƞǜႸዴưᒉƍᚃᢋǛᙸܣǓǇƠƨŵ
ᲲӸƕЎƚƠƯŴಮŷƳऴإሁǛƖƷׅᚁ૨ƴƠƯӲܼࡊƴᣐࠋƠǇƠƨŵᅶᢋƸŴࠝƴžᐯ
яŴσяſƷٻЏƞǛσஊƠƳƕǒŴ
žɟʴƻƱǓ˴ƔưƖǔſƱƍƏൢਤƪưңщƠӳƍǇƠƨŵƦ
ƏƠƨᅶᢋƷۋƴࢨ᪪ƞǕƨƷƔŴ᭗ఄဃƱܖٻဃƕŴ˞ఄƱƳƬƨܖݱဃƴƖƷȗȪȳȈǛ˺
ƠƯžܖދ܇ݢ፼ؽſǛڼǊƨǓŴܖݱဃƕசܖݼδƷƓɭᛅǛƠƨǓƱŴ٭ٻ᫂ǋƠƍۋǛᙸƤǇƠ
ƨŵ
 Ҙ࠰ƴɟࡇƷٻᩗǛӖƚƯʴ᧓ƷщƞŴဃԡƷݭƞƱΜƞŴԻƠǈŴʴƷΟƠƞǛၘज़ƠǇƠƨŵ
ƲǜƳưǋʴƴƸɟʴƻƱǓƷݭƍࢫႸƕƋǓǇƢŵƦƷࢫႸƸǈǜƳᢌƍǇƢƕŴƦǕưᑣƍƱ࣬
ƍǇƢŵžဃƔƞǕƯƍǔᅶᢋƸŴƠƬƔǓƱဃƖƳƚǕƹƳǓǇƤǜŵƦƷƨǊŴɟქŴɟǛƀɟ
ʴƻƱǓ˴ƔưƖǔƁƱƍƏࢫႸǛௐƨƠƯƍƘƜƱƕٻʙŵ
ſᅶƸƦƏ࣬ƬƯƍǇƢŵ


What each One of Us Can Do
Takako Kusa, Izumi Ward Ichinazaka East Neighborhood Association Chairperson

When the Great East Japan Earthquake hit, about 100 mothers and children sought refuge at
our neighborhood community center. At the center, all the officers were women, so we kept a
motherly eye on the children while keeping an experienced protective eye on the young mothers.
The eight officials shared the tasks of handwriting the various information documents that were
to be distributed to each family. We never forgot “what each of us can do,” sharing the importance of
a “self-reliant and mutual assistance” attitude. I don`t know if our work was influential, but we saw
senior high school and university students handwriting handouts for elementary school children
who were out of school, and start teaching them in a small, old-style like cram school. These
elementary students, in turn, took care of pre-school children, showing themselves to be quite
reliable.
We were overwhelmed by mixed emotions that can occur only in a once-in-a-thousand-year
tragedy. We felt a deep sense of helplessness and sadness, realized how precious and fragile life is,
and experienced the kindness of people all at once. At any given time, each one of us has a duty to
value life. The way we value it may different from person to person, but that is quite all right. We
were given the gift of life. We must, therefore, live it to the fullest. That is why I think we must
carry out this “What Each of Us Can Do” attitude at all times.
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˅Өࠊᡲӳထϋ˟ᧈ˟и˟ᧈ   ဋ ᅦ ဏ



ထϋ˟ȑȯȸǛμ᩿ƴƠᇌƯƯܹƴᇌƪӼƔƓƏᲛ

ᲬᲪᲫᲫ࠰ᲭஉŴᅶᢋƸŴസࣞƳƕǒƔƭƯέʴƕ֕ǊƨᠲᣠǛϐƼԛǘƬƯƠǇƍǇƠƨŵੑƚஆ
ƑƷƳƍݭƍဃԡƱᝠငŴҾǛڂƍŴब֑ƴƘǕǔʴŷǛဃǈЈƠƯƠǇƍǇƠƨŵ
ᅶᢋƸŴᡈƍݩஹŴٻƖƳעᩗƕஹǔƜƱǛʖჷƠŴƦƷܹƴͳƑŴᇌƪӼƔƏƨǊŴƍǖƍǖƳ
ጀƱแͳǛƠƯƖƨƴǋƔƔǘǒƣưƢŵ
ƦǕưǋŴɶƴƸŴᘮܹǛஇݱᨂƴƍഥǊŴऀࣨǍɧܤƴᩗƑǔʴŷǛΨൢƮƚŴџൢƮƚŴࠎஓ
ǛৼƔƤŴࢸɭƷʴŷƴᄩƔƳࣖƑǛŴᐯ̮ǛǋƬƯዒ১ưƖǔŴƨǔӕኵǈǛௐƨƠƨƱƜǖ
ǋݲƳƘƋǓǇƤǜŵ
ထϋ˟ƸŴעᢊƴƦƠƯƨƩƻƨƢǒŴᢤᩊᢤᩊᎍƷܤμȷ࣎ܤŴӼƜƏɤ᠀ɲᨩƷܤԁᄩᛐŴנ
ܡƷܹᙲੲᜱᎍƷૅੲƴѐǊŴࣄȷࣄᐻƴѕǈǇƠƨŵ
ᅶᢋƸŴ
žிଐஜٻᩗſƔǒܱƴٻƖƳžൢƮƖſƱžſǛࢽǇƠƨŵ
ᇹᲫƴ˂ʴ˓ƤƴƤƣŴᐯЎᐯ៲ưᐯЎᐯ៲ǛܣǔܹݣሊǛᎋƑǔƜƱ
ᇹᲬƴӼƜƏɤ᠀ɲᨩŴထϋ˟Ŵ˳ׇ؏עȷᚨሁƱƷ᧓ưяƚӳƍƷƠƘǈǛᜒƣǔƜƱ
ᇹᲭƴᘍǍ˖ಅƳƲƱƷό๖ƳᡲዂȷᡲઃƷƠƘǈǛᜒƣǔƜƱ
ᇹᲮƴˌɥƷƜƱǛ؏עƷܹࣖݣȞȋȥǢȫƱƠƯᄩᇌȷᡶ҄ƞƤŴዒ১ƠƯƍƘƜƱ
ᅶᢋƸŴƜƷᲮƭǛƠƬƔǓ࣎ƴЦǈŴᐯЎƷɶŴܼଈƷɶŴထϋ˟ƷɶŴ؏עᅈ˟ƷɶŴμɭမư
໊ƠዓƚŴܘ܇ƴዒ১ƠƯƍƘƜƱƜƦࣔǕƯƸƍƚƳƍƱथǓǇƠƨŵ
ႏƞǜŴƜƷ࣬ƍŴƜƷൢಒŴƜƷॖ࣓Ǜ൨ƘǈǜƳưσஊƠƯƍƖǇƠǐƏŵ


ᲬᲱ࠰ᲭஉᲫᲱଐ
˅Өࠊᡲӳထϋ˟ᧈ˟

   From Us, Living in the 21st Century to You, Our Future Generations
Fukuo Shimada, Board Vice Chairperson of The Federation of Sendai Neighborhood Association
Chairmen
In March of 2011, just like our ancestors had once before, we, too, had a taste of harsh and cruel
reality. Many precious lives, assets, and pristine landscapes, were lost; many people were crushed
with grief despite the fact that we conducted several drills and prepared ourselves to confront a
massive disaster that had previously been predicted for a near future.
However, even while facing such a dire situation, we somehow managed to minimize further
damage; we encouraged and offered hope to those who felt terror and extreme anxiety. We learned
many lessons and achieved many endeavors, which we can now pass on to the next generations with
confidence.
Our neighborhood associations tackled the reconstruction and the recovery with steady and
sincere efforts, focusing on the evacuees` safety and their wellbeing, ensuring the safety of the
neighborhood residents, and supporting the people in need of home assistance during disasters. In
the end, we have gained valuable [awareness] and [lessons] during the Great East Japan
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Earthquake:
1. We learned that in times of disasters, we need to ensure our own protection instead of relying
on others.
2. We must build mutual assistance and good relationships between neighbors, the neighborhood
associations, the communities and the local institutions.
3. We must communicate and coordinate smoothly with local governments and businesses.
4. We need to document these ideas in a disaster prevention manual, enforce them so that we can
hand them down to the next generations.
We must engrave these four principals firmly into our hearts, our families, our neighborhood
associations, and our local communities. As we pass on the torch to the world, and the young
generations, we realize that this tragedy can never be forgotten.
Ladies and gentlemen, let us forever share this desire, spirit and equanimity together!
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⏫ෆྡࡣࠊ㐃ྜ⏫ෆู༊ࡈࡢྎᕷ࣮࣒࣮࣍࣌ࢪᥖ㍕㡰グ㍕ࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ

Ӑ㟷ⴥ༊ӑ 
∦ᖹᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆⰼቭᡭ⏫⏫ෆ

ᗈ ᰗ⏫ ┠⏫ ⡿ࢣ⿄⏫ෆ 㟋ᒇ

ୗ⏫ෆⰼቭࡴࡘࡳࢥ࣮ࣉ㔝ᮧⰼቭ⮬୰ኸ㏻ࡾ㐃ྜᮾᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ



ᮾᆅ༊⏫ෆ㸦 ⏫ෆ㸧

ᶫᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆୖᮡᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ

᪥⏫୕໙እグ㏻⏫ෆᮭᮏᮡ㏻⏫ෆឡ⫱࡞ࡈࡴ⏫ෆᮾ㒊⏫ෆ
ྎ⏫ෆᮏᒣ⏫ෆᮡࡢྎ⏫ෆ㘊⏫ぶྠᚰぶගぶ୍ᮾ㒊⏫ෆ
ᮡᒣ⏫ෆ㘊⏫ࣃ࣮ࢡ࣐ࣥࢩࣙࣥ⏫ෆ㞾⚄ᮾ⏫ෆ㘊⏫ࢳࢧࣥ⏫ෆᮾභᆅ༊㐃

ྜ⏫ෆᮾභᆅ༊⏫ෆ㸦 ⏫ෆ㸧 භᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ⚟ἑ⏫ෆ⚟ἑ⏫ⱝᮌ
ᅄᮾ㒊⏫ෆභ⏫ෆᐑ⏫㒊⏫ෆᱵ⏣⏫ෆࢧࣥࣛࢬᮾ↷ᐑ⏫ෆ

୰Ụᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜᑠᯇᓥᏛ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜⵇ⏫ෆᐆⶶ㝔ឡ⏫
ᇛぶ㟢↓⏫ෆᴍᮌୗ⏫ෆᑠᯇᓥ⏫ෆ㧗ᯇୖ⏫ෆ㛗Ⲯ⏫ෆ⩫Ⲯ⏫ෆ
ᑠᯇᓥ༡ගᑠᯇᓥ➨⏫ෆ⏣୰ᇼ⏫ෆ㧗ᯇ୍┠⏫ෆ㧗ᯇ๓⏫ෆ㧗ᯇ๓➨
⏫ෆ㧗ᯇ➨୍⏫ෆ㧗ᯇ୰⏫ෆ㧗ᯇ⏫ෆ㞄ዲ⏫ෆ㧗ᯇⲁ⏫ෆᑠᯇᓥ᪂ሐ⏫

᪫ࣨୣ⏫ෆ㐃ྜ᪫ࢣୣ⏫ෆ᪫ࢣୣ୰
ኸ⏫ෆྎཎᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜྎཎぶ⏫ෆᮡῧᮾ⏫ෆᮡῧᆅ༊⏫ෆ ⎰
ᒣ⏫ෆ⳥ࢣୣ⏫ෆྎཎᮾ㒊㐃ྜ⏫ෆྎཎぶ╬⏫ෆྎཎ┠⏫ෆ⋢
ฟ⏫ෆྎཎᖹᯘ⏫ෆྎཎᮾ㒊⏫ෆ㸦ྎཎ㒊ᆅ༊㸧᰿⏫ෆ༓㫽ࢣୣ⏫ෆ

ෆᑠᯇᓥⱝⴥ⏫ෆ㧗ᯇᮾ⏫ෆ

 ⎰ᒣぶᒾୗᮾ⏫ෆఫၿࣛ࢜ࣥࢬࣉࣛࢨྎཎ⮬᳃ᯘ⏫ෆࣃ࣮ࢡࢱ࣡
࣮ྎཎ⏫ෆⲨᕳᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜⴥᒣ⏫ෆⴥᒣぶⲨᕳࡳࡢࡾ㏻⏫
㟷ⴥ᭶୰ᡯ⏫ෆⲨᕳࡶࡳࡌⲨᕳぶ╬ⲨᕳᮭⲨᕳࡳࡾⲨᕳぶ
ࣁࣛࣇྎ⏫ෆⲨᕳ⚄᫂ᕝῲ⚄᫂ᒣᡭ⏫ෆ ᡭᡞ㐃ྜ⏫ෆᒣᅋ
ᆅ⏫ෆ⳥⏣⏫⏫ෆⲨᕳᮏἑす㒊⏫ෆⲨᕳᮏἑ୰༊⏫ෆⲨᕳ୰ኸ⏫ෆⲨᕳ༊
⏫ෆⲨᕳᮾぶ╬ΎᒣⱌⲨᕳࣁࢶ⏫ෆࢢ࣮ࣜࣥࣉࣛࢨ⮬ሐ⏫す⏫ෆ᪂ሐ
⏫⏫ෆሐ⏫ඹᰤᒣἨᒣ㟷ᓟὠࠎ⨾⮬ࢲࣖࣃࣞࢫࣄࣝࢬᒣᡭ᳃⏫ෆ

ྎᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆࡦࡤࡾࢣୣ⏫ෆ➨ᒣ⏫ෆᒣ⏫ෆⴥࢣୣ⏫ෆ
ᱜࣨୣᏛ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆᱜࢣୣឡ⏫ෆᕝᖹᏛ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆᕝᖹࢃࡤ
⏫ෆᕝᖹᅋᆅ⏫ෆᮡሩ⏫ෆ୰ᒣ㒊⏫ෆすᒣ⏫ෆ୰ᒣᏛ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ
Ⲩᕳභ୍⏫ෆ㐨⏫ෆ୰ᒣᮾ➨୍⏫ෆⲨᕳỌྎ⏫ෆ୰ᒣ୰ኸ⏫ෆ୰
ᒣࣃ࣮ࢡ࣮࣒࣍ࢬ⏫ෆ୰ᒣࣃ࣮ࢡ࣮࣒࣍ࢬୣࡢ⾤⏫ෆᮌ⏫㏻Ꮫ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ㏻
⏫ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ␒༠᯽ᮌぶ㏻⏫⇃㔝⏣⏫⏫ෆ㟷ⴥぶ
⏫ෆሐ㏻㒊⏫ෆඵᖭᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜභす㒊⏫ෆ༑㌺ぶඵᖭ
➨༊ඵᖭඵᖭ➨ᅄ༊⏫ෆඵᖭ➨༊⏫ෆ୰ᓥ⏫ෆ༑ே⏫ᆅ༊⏫ᗈ
℩⏫ぶゅ㑻༡㒊⏫ෆࢭࣈࣥࢫࢱ࣮࣐ࣥࢩࣙࣥ⏫ෆ᪂ᆏ⏫す㒊⏫ෆᅜぢᆅ

༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆᒣ㒊⏫ෆᮭྥୖ༓௦⏣⏫⏫ෆ୕᮲⏫ෆఀໃᇽୗ⏫ෆ
Ꮚᖹ⏫⏫ෆᅜぢ୍┠⏫ෆ༙Ꮚ⏫ぶᅜぢぶᅜぢ⏫ෆᅜぢ୕┠⏫ෆ
ᅜぢ┠⏫ෆᅜぢ୰ኸ⏫ෆᐑ⬥㏻⏫ෆᒣୖΎỈ⏫ෆ୕ぶ⪷ぶᒣ
⣸ᅜぢᮾ㒊⏫ෆᢡ❧Ꮫ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ㟷ⴥす⏫ෆᢡ❧⏫ෆすⰼⱌ
┠⏫ෆᢡ❧➨୕⏫ෆᢡ❧ᅋᆅᮾ㒊⏫ෆබ♫ఫᏯ⏫ෆᢡ❧୰ኸ⮬ᢡ❧ᅋᆅ⏫
ෆすⰼⱌ୍┠⏫ෆᐑᇛ⟶ෆ⏫ෆ㛗㐃⤡స୪⏫ෆ᪂ᕝ⏫ෆᰩ⏕୍




┠⏫ෆ
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Ӑᐑᇛ㔝༊ӑ
ཎ⏫ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜΎỈ⏫ෆཎ⏫ᯇཎ⏫ෆ㍯⏫ෆᐑᇛ㔝ཎぶ
ᖾ⏫Ꮫ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜᖾ⏫ෆᯠỤᏛ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜᖾ⏫ෆᮾᏛ
⫋ဨᐟ⯋㸦ᖾ⏫ᐟ⯋㸧⮬ ࡢ᳃⏫ෆᯠỤ⏫ෆሐ⏫ෆ㭯ࢣ㇂ᆅ༊⏫ෆ
㐃ྜ⮬⏤ࢣୣ⏫ෆすᒣᏛ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜᏳ㣴ᑎୗ⏫ෆၿ᠕ᑎ๓⏫ෆ
ᮾྎᏛ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜᮾྎᯇཎ⏫ෆෆ⏫ෆගࢣୣぶ╬ᮾྎ༠
ᚚ❧ሙ⏫ෆᯇᒸ⏫ෆ୰ཎ᪂⏕୰ཎ⯆ࣇ࣑࢚࣮ࣜࣝᐑᇛ㔝⏫ෆᐑࡢᮭ⏫ෆ
᪂⏣Ꮫ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆྂᐟ⏫ෆ᪂⏣す⏫⏫ෆ᪂⏣⏫⏫ෆ᪂⏣⏫ෆ
ᑠ㭯す⏣⏫ෆᑠ㭯༡㒊⏫ෆ㤋⏫୍┠⏫ෆ㤋⏫┠⏫ෆ㧗℩⏫⏫ෆࣃ࣮ࢡ
ࢩࢸ࣮ࢫࢺࣛࣥࢻ⏫ෆ⇩ἑᏛ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ⇩ἑ⏫ෆᒣᓮす⏫ෆ
㭯ࢣ㇂༡⏫ෆ㭯ࢣ㇂Ⳮⵦἑ⏫ෆ⇩ἑᮾ㒊⏫ෆᑠ㭯㒊⏫ෆᒾษᆅ༊⏫ෆ

㐃ྜᒣᓮ⏫ෆ㭯ࢣ㇂ᮾ⏫ෆ㭯ࢣ㇂⏫ෆ⏿୰༡⏫ෆ⏿୰⏫ෆᕷ୰༊
⏫ෆᕷୗ༊⏫ෆᕷୖ༊⏫ෆవ┠⏫ෆྎࢣཎ⏫ෆᶫ⏫ෆධᒣ⏫ෆ
ⱝᐑ⏫ෆὝࣀཱྀ⏫ෆ┴ႠᒾษఫᏯ⮬ᒾษศྎ⏫ෆ㧗◁ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ

㧗◁ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㸦 ⏫ෆ㸧



Ӑⱝᯘ༊ӑ
Ⲩ⏫ᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆΎỈᑠ㊰ឡΎ㐃ᆓᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜᮾඵ୰ኸぶ
᪂ᑎ⏫ෆ㐃ᆓ୰㒊⏫ෆᮾ㐃ᆓᮾග㐃ᆓᮾ㒊⏫ෆ㐃ᆓ㏻ࡾ⏫ෆᮾ
␒ぶ㌺Ⲕᒇ⏫ෆᰘ⏣⏫⏫ෆᡂ⏣⏫ᡂ╬୕ⓒே⏫୕ぶࣃ࣮ࢡࣁ࢘ࢫࣜࢩ
࢙ࣝࢸ⮬༡ᑠἨᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜಖ㝔๓⏫ෆ୍ᮏᮡ⏫ෆἲ㡿ሯୗ⏫ෆ
༡ᑠἨỈ↓᭶⏫ෆ༡ᑠἨ୰ᩥす⏫⮬ᮾᩥ༡ᑠἨ༡㒊⏫ෆඵ㌺ᑠ㊰୰ኸ
㒊ぶࣂࣃࢫ⏫ෆභ㒓ᇼぶ╬༡ᑠἨ⏫ෆᱵᯘぶ╬㐲ぢሯ㐲ぢሯ
ぶ㐲ぢሯ⏫ෆ㐲ぢሯぶ㐲ぢሯ୕┠⏫ෆ୰᪂ᰤᑽᆤす⏫ෆ㐲ぢሯᮾ⏫
ෆᮧᮾぶ㐲ぢሯᮾࡴࡘࡳ⏫ෆ༡ᑠἨ㒊㐃ྜ⏫ෆᮌࣀୗ⏫ෆ⸆ᖌᇽ
⏫ෆ⸆ᖌࡳࡘࡿ⏫ෆ⸆ᖌᇽす⏫ෆ᥍ᮌ⏫ෆᮾ⏫ෆ㘫෬ᒇᩜ⏫ෆⓑⴗ
⏫⏫ෆᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ ᰗᶫ⏫ෆ ⏫┠⏫ෆ ୰ඹᰤ ୰
⏫ෆ ᑽᆤぶ⏫ෆ ᑽᑎᮾ⏫ෆࢲࣃࣞࢫ㏻ࡾ⏫ෆ ࢫࢸࢶ⏫ෆ 
⏫⏫ෆ༡ᮦᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ༡ᮦᮌ⏫⏫ෆ✐⏫⏫ෆ␚ᒇ⏫ෆ
༑ே⏫⏫ෆභ༑ே⏫ᇛྲྀ༡ᰁᖌ⏫す㒊⏫ෆ༡ᰁᖌ⏫ᮾ㒊⏫ෆ༡▼ษ⏫⏫ෆἙ
ཎ⏫⏫ෆ Ἑཎ⏫ぶἙཎ⏫ྂᇛ⏫ෆ᪂Ἑཎ⏫ᮾ⏫ෆࢶ㇂ぶ᪂Ἑཎ⏫➨୍
⏫ෆⱝᯘᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜྂᇛ୍┠⏫ෆⱝᯘᗈ℩ぶ⏫ෆⱝᯘ⏫ෆⱝ
ᯘ㧗ࢶཎ⏫ෆⱝᯘᮾගⱝᯘභ┠⏫ෆࣟࣖࣝࢥ࣮ࢺぶ╬ⱝⴥ⏫ෆⱝᯘἨぶ
⏫ෆⱝᯘⱝ➉⏫ෆ㒓ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜභࡢ┠⏫ෆఀᅾ⏫ෆⵦ⏫
⏫ෆ࠸ࡎࡳ⏫ෆ ࡍࡳ⏫୰㒊⏫ෆࡍࡳぶ⏫ෆࡍࡳ⏫ෆ㛛⏣ᮾ⏫ෆ
ࡍࡳ⏫༡⏫ෆ㟘┠⏫ෆ㟘┠⫼ᡞ⏫ෆ⫼ᡞᮾ⏫ෆ㛗႐ᇛ⏫ෆୖⲨ⏫ෆ
୰Ⲩ⏫ෆୗⲨ⏫ෆ⚄ᒇᩜ⏫ෆᅄࢶ㇂⏫ෆ⸨⏣⏫ෆ➲ᒇᩜ⏫ෆⲨ᪂
⏫⏫ෆⲨ⏫ෆ Ⲩᮾ⏫ෆⲨす⏫ෆⲨ༡⏫ෆⲨᕷႠఫᏯ⏫ෆ



භ㒓ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ
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Ӑኴⓑ༊ӑ
ྥᒣᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆឡ⏫ෆឡᒣࡢᡭ⏫ෆ❑㇂ᆅ⏫ෆ㉺㊰➨୍⏫ෆ
㉺㊰➨⏫ෆ㛗㊰㛗ᕊ⏫ෆⴗࢣୣ⏫ෆྥᒣୖᖹ⏫ෆྥᒣ⤒ࢣᓟぶྥᒣ
ྥ㝠ぶྥᒣ୕┠⏫ෆྥᒣࡍࡳࢀ⏫ෆྥᒣ➨୕⏫ෆྥᒣ୰ኸ⏫ෆྥᒣ⏫ෆ
ྥᒣࡘࡃࡋ⏫ෆඵᮌᒣ㤶⏫୰ኸ⏫ෆඵᮌᒣࢫ࣐࢝ࣥࢩࣙࣥ⏫ෆඵᮌᒣ⩫
ඵᮌᒣⱝⴥ⏫ෆᒣᙪ⏫ෆᘺ⏕㟷ᒣ⏫ෆⱱࢣᇸඵᮌᒣ㐃ྜ⏫ෆ㟷ⴥⱌ⏫
ෆ㟷ᒣ➨୍⏫ෆ㟷ᒣྎ⏫ෆ㟷ᒣ┠⏫ෆ㟷ᒣᜨ⏫ෆᜨ⏫⏫ෆᱜᮌ⏫
⏫ෆࡉࡘࡁ⏫ෆඵᮌᒣᮾ⏫ෆᯇࡀୣ⏫ෆࡳࡘࡤ⏫ෆඵᮌᒣඵගྎ⏫ෆඵ
ᮌᒣᮏ⏫➨୍⏫ෆඵᮌᒣᮏ⏫┠⏫ෆ⥳ⰼ⏫ෆⱝⴥⱌ⮬ඵᮌᒣ༡㐃ྜ

⏫ෆⴗࡢ㒓⏫ෆඵᮌᒣ༡➨୍⏫ෆඵᮌᒣ༡➨⏫ෆඵᮌᒣ༡➨୕⏫ෆ㛗
⏫ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ 㛗⏫ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㸦 ⏫ෆ㸧㒆ᒣᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ㒆ᒣᆅ༊
⏫ෆ㸦 ⏫ෆ㸧ඵᮏᯇ㐃ྜ⏫ෆ㮵ཪぶ╬㒆ᒣ୕┠ぶ㒆ᒣᅄ┠⏫ෆ
ඵᮏᯇᆅ༊⏫ෆඵᮏᯇ࣐ࣥࢩࣙࣥ⏫ෆභ␒⏫ෆ࠶ࡍ㛗⏫⏫ෆ⥳ࢣୣ
ᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆሩ⮬ᅵᡭෆⱝⴥ⏫ෆ⏿ሩぶ⥳ࢣୣ➨୍⏫ෆ⥳ࢣୣ
➨⏫ෆ⥳ࢣୣ➨୕⏫ෆ⥳ࢣୣ➨ᅄ⏫ෆ⥳ࢣୣᮾ⏫ෆ⥳ࢣୣ⥳⏫ෆすከ㈡
ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜⰱࣀཱྀᅋᆅぶⰱࡢཱྀ⏫ෆⰱࡢཱྀ⩚㯮ྎ⏫ෆ㇂ᆅぶ
㔠๛ἑ⏫ෆ㔠๛ἑ๓⏫ෆすከ㈡⏫ෆすከ㈡ᮾ⏫ෆすࡢᖹ༠ᰤすࡢᖹ㔠๛⏫
ෆすࡢᖹ➨୍⏫ෆすࡢᖹ➨⏫ෆすࡢᖹ➨୕⏫ෆᮾཎ⏫ෆ୕⚄ᓟ➨୍⏫ෆ
୕⚄ᓟ➨⏫ෆᶓ᳃ぶ⏫ෆⱝⴥ⏫ෆᐩἑᆅ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜᾏ⪁ἑ⏫ෆ
㔝⏣⏫ෆ㕍ྲྀ᪂⏣⏫⏫ෆኴᏊᇽ⏫ෆᐩἑ୰ኸ⏫ෆᐩἑ⏫ෆᐩἑ୰⏫ෆ
ᐩἑ༡⏫ෆᐩ⏣⏫ෆす㔝⏣⏫ෆすከ㈡༡⏫ෆ༡㔝⏣⏫ෆ㛗⏫᪂⏣⏫ෆ

ᒣ⏣㕍ྲྀᆅᇦ⏫ෆ㐃ྜ㕍ྲྀୖ⏫ෆ㕍ྲྀ༓ᮏᮡ⏫ෆ㕍ྲྀ┠ぶ㕍ྲྀ
ࢽ࣮ࣗࢱ࢘ࣥ⏫ෆ㕍ྲྀඵᖭ⏫ෆୖ㔝ᒣ⏫ෆ᭶ࢣୣ⏫ෆࡦࡼࡾྎᮾ㒊⏫ෆኴ
ⓑᆅᇦ⏫ෆ㐃ྜబಖᒣ⏫ෆኴⓑ➨୍⏫ෆኴⓑ➨⏫ෆኴⓑ⏫ෆኴⓑ
༡⏫ෆࡦࡼࡾྎす⏫ෆᒣ⏣⮬⏤ࢣୣ⏫ෆே᮶⏣Ꮫ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ⩚㯮ྎ⏫ෆ
ᮃὒྎ⏫ෆྎ༡ࢽ࣮ࣗࢱ࢘ࣥ⏫ෆ᪥ᮏᖹ᭖⏫ෆⴗࡢྎ⏫ෆἨᓮᆅ༊⏫
ෆ㐃ྜἨᓮ୍┠⏫ෆἨᓮ୍┠༡⏫ෆἨᓮ┠ᮾ⏫ෆἨᓮ┠す
⏫ෆ⏕ฟᏛ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆᯈᶫ⏫ෆᴮᖹ⏫ෆୖ⏫⏫ෆ㉥▼⏫ෆᆤ
⏫ෆ୰Ἀ⏫ෆ᰿ῧ⏫ෆே᮶⏣⏫ෆᮏ㒓⏫ෆ⏫⏫ෆᯇሙ⏫ෆ༡㉥
▼⏫ෆⱱᗞྎᏛ༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜࢲ⏫ෆ㔝⏫ෆⱱᗞྎ୍┠⏫ෆ
ⱱᗞྎ┠⏫ෆⱱᗞྎ୕┠⏫ෆⱱᗞྎ┠⏫ෆⱱᗞྎࢃࡤ⏫ෆ୰⏣ᆅ

༊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ࢘ࣥ࣋ࣝࢥ࣮ࣛࢫ༡ྎ⏫ෆୗྂᕝ⏫ෆࢭࢨ࣮ࣝ༡ྎ⏫ෆ
୰⏣ΎỈ⏫ෆ୰⏣⏫⏫ෆ୰⏣⏫୰ኸ⏫ෆ୰⏣⏫୰⏫ෆ⏫ᮾ⏫ෆ୰⏣⏫༡⏫
ෆ๓⏣⏫ෆྥἙཎ⏫ෆ୰⏣す㒊⏫ෆ㐃ྜᏳஂᆅ༊⏫ෆす୰⏣ᰩす
⏫ෆす୰⏣ᰩᮾ⏫ෆす୰⏣➨୍⏫ෆす୰⏣⏫ෆᰗ⏕⏫ෆᰗ⏕༡⏫ෆࡧ
ࡹ࠺ࣃࣝࢡ༡ྎ⮬ࡧࡹ࠺ࣃࣝࢡ༡ྎࢢࣛࣥࢹࣗ࢜⮬ᮾ୰⏣⏫ෆ㐃ྜ
ᮾ୰⏣ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㸦 ⏫ෆ㸧୰⏣୰㒊⏫ෆ㐃ྜ⿄ཎす⏫ෆ㤿ሙ㐃ྜ⏫ෆ

㔝ᑼ⏫ෆཎ⏫ෆ㔝ཱྀ⏫ෆඖᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ
 ᯌᯄཎ⏫ෆ ⛅ಖ Ἠඖ⏫ෆ ᮾඖ⏫ෆ
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ӐἨ༊ӑ
Ἠࣅࣞࢪ㤋㐃ྜ⏫ෆఫྜྷྎ㐃ྜ⏫ෆఫྜྷྎす୍┠⏫ෆఫྜྷྎす
┠⏫ෆఫྜྷྎす୕┠⏫ෆఫྜྷྎすᅄ┠⏫ෆఫྜྷྎᮾ୍┠⏫ෆఫྜྷྎᮾ
┠⏫ෆఫྜྷྎᮾ୕┠⏫ෆఫྜྷྎᮾᅄ┠⏫ෆఫྜྷྎᮾ┠⏫ෆ୰ᒣ㐃

ྜ⏫ෆ୰ᒣ୍┠⏫ෆ୰ᒣ┠⏫ෆ୰ᒣ┠༡⏫ෆ୰ᒣ୕
┠⏫ෆ୰ᒣᅄ┠⏫ෆ༡୰ᒣ㐃ྜ⏫ෆ༡୰ᒣ୍┠⏫ෆ༡୰ᒣ┠ᮾ
⏫ෆ༡୰ᒣ┠す⏫ෆ༡୰ᒣ୕┠す⏫ෆ༡୰ᒣ୕┠༡⏫ෆ༡୰ᒣ୕┠
⏫ෆ༡୰ᒣ୕┠ᮾ⏫ෆ

㔝ᮧ࣭ୖ㇂สす㐃ྜ⏫ෆ㔝ᮧ⏫ෆୖ㇂สす㒊⏫

ෆᑎᒸ㐃ྜ⏫ෆᑎᒸ୍࣭┠⏫ෆᑎᒸ୕࣭ᅄ┠⏫ෆᑎᒸ࣭භ┠⏫ෆ
㧗᳃㐃ྜ⏫ෆ㧗᳃ᮾ㐃ྜ⏫ෆἨࣨୣ㐃ྜ⏫ෆἨࢣୣ୍┠⏫
ෆἨࢣୣ┠⏫ෆἨࢣୣ୕┠⏫ෆἨࢣୣᅄ┠⏫ෆἨࢣୣ┠⏫ෆ

ᑗ┘⏫ෆ⮬㐃⤡༠㆟ᑗ┘୍┠⏫ෆᑗ┘┠⏫ෆᑗ┘୕┠⏫ෆ
ᑗ┘ᅄ┠⏫ෆᑗ┘බ♫⮬ᑗ┘➨୍⮬ᑗ┘➨ఫᏯ⮬㛗ᑗ┘➨୕ఫᏯ
⮬ᑗ┘➨ᅄ⮬ᑗ┘➨⮬ᑗ┘୰ኸ⏫ෆᑗ┘බᅋ⮬ᑗ┘༡⏫ෆᑗ
┘す⏫ෆᑗ┘⏫ෆ ᑗ┘  ┠⏫ෆ࢚ࢺ࣮࣡ࣝἨ୰ኸ⮬㛗ࢣୣ㐃ྜ⏫

ෆ㛗ࢣୣ୍┠⏫ෆ㛗ࢣୣ┠⏫ෆ㛗ࢣୣ୕┠す⏫ෆ㛗ࢣୣ୕
┠ᮾ⏫ෆ㛗ࢣୣᅄ┠す⏫ෆ㛗ࢣୣᅄ┠ᮾ⏫ෆ㛗ࢣୣ┠⏫ෆ㛗ࢣ
ୣභ┠⏫ෆຍⱱ㐃ྜ⏫ෆࡢୣ㐃ྜ⏫ෆࡢୣ୍┠⏫ෆࡢୣ
┠⏫ෆࡢୣ୕┠⏫ෆࡢୣᅄ┠⏫ෆࣃࢩࣇࢵࢡࡢୣ⮬┴Ⴀࡢ
ୣఫᏯ⮬Ἠ୰ኸ㐃ྜ⏫ෆ⏣⏫ෆἨ୰ኸ➨୍⏫ෆᕷྡᆏ⏫ෆἨ୰
ኸ⏫ෆඵஎዪ㐃ྜ⏫ෆඵஎዪ୰ኸ⏫ෆྥ㝧ྎ㐃ྜ⏫ෆྥ㝧ྎ୍
┠⏫ෆྥ㝧ྎ┠⏫ෆྥ㝧ྎ୕┠⏫ෆྥ㝧ྎᅄ┠⏫ෆྥ㝧ྎ┠⏫ෆ
ᒣࡢᑎ㐃ྜ⏫ෆᒣࡢᑎ➨୍⏫ෆᒣࡢᑎ➨⏫ෆᒣࡢᑎ➨୕⏫ෆ㸦Ἠ୰

ᮾᆅ༊㸧ᕷྡᆏ㔝ⶶ⏫ෆኳ⚄ἑ୍┠⏫ෆᮏ⏣⏫⏫ෆᕷྡᆏᮾ⏫ෆᯇ᳃࣭㭯
ࡀୣ㐃ྜ⏫ෆᯇ᳃⏫ෆ㭯ࡀୣ୍┠⏫ෆ㭯ࡀୣ┠⏫ෆ㭯ࡀୣ୕┠⏫
ෆ㭯ࡀୣᅄ┠⏫ෆ㯮ᯇ㐃ྜ⏫ෆ༡ගྎᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆᾆ⏣⏫ෆ
༡ගྎ➨୍⏫ෆ༡ගྎ➨⏫ෆ༡ගྎභ┠༡⏫ෆ༡ගྎ➨භ⏫ෆ༡ගྎ➨༑⏫
ෆ༡ගྎᮾ㒊⏫ෆ༡ගྎ㒊⏫ෆ༡ගྎ➨⏫ෆ༡ගྎ༡୍┠⏫ෆඵஎ

ዪᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ༡ගྎ➨୕⏫ෆ༡ගྎ┠⏫ෆ༡ගྎභ┠⏫ෆᮾ㯮
ᯇ⏫ෆ࣮ࣜ࣋ࢫࢺඵஎዪ⮬᪫ୣሐ⏫ෆඵஎዪබᅬᆏ⏫ෆ᱇㐃ྜ⏫ෆ
᱇୍┠⏫ෆ᱇┠⏫ෆ᱇୕┠⏫ෆ᱇ᅄ┠⏫ෆ᱇ࣃ࣮ࢡࣁ࢘ࢫす⾤༊⮬
᱇ࣃ࣮ࢡࣁ࢘ࢫᮾ⾤༊⮬᱇ࣃ࣮ࢡࣁ࢘ࢫ୰ኸ⾤༊⮬᱇ࣃ࣮ࢡࣁ࢘ࢫ⾤༊⮬
࣓ࢹ࣐࢝ࣥࢩࣙࣥ᱇⮬Ἠᯇ㝠㐃ྜ⏫ෆἨᯇ㝠ᆅ༊⏫ෆ㸦㸵⏫ෆ㸧᫂▼༡㐃

ྜ⏫ෆ᫂▼༡┠⏫ෆ᫂▼༡୕┠⏫ෆ᫂▼༡ᅄ┠⏫ෆ᫂▼༡┠⏫
ෆ⣸ᒣ㐃ྜ⏫ෆ⣸ᒣ୍┠⏫ෆ⣸ᒣ┠⏫ෆ⣸ᒣ┠⏫ෆ⣸ᒣ୕
┠⏫ෆ⣸ᒣᅄ┠⏫ෆす୰ᒣ㐃ྜ⏫ෆす୰ᒣ⏫ෆ


Ӑᴗ࣭ᅋయӑ
᪥᪂タィᰴᘧ♫㸦ኴⓑ༊㸧

Ӑ༠㈶ᩘӑ
 ᆅ༊㐃ྜ⏫ෆ 㸶㸵ᅋయ  ༢⏫ෆ 㸵㸴㸱ᅋయ  ࡑࡢ  㸯ᅋయ  ᴗ 㸯♫
 ࡈ༠㈶ㄔ࠶ࡾࡀ࠺ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡋࡓࠋ
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➨㸱ᅇᅜ㐃㜵⅏ୡ⏺㆟ࣃࣈࣜࢵࢡ࣭ࣇ࢛࣮࣒ࣛ
⏫ෆ⏬ࠕ㟈⅏ࡽᏛࡪ⅏ᐖᙉ࠸ࡲࡕ࡙ࡃࡾࢩ࣏ࣥࢪ࣒࢘ࠖࣃࣥࣇࣞࢵࢺ

ᖹᡂ㸰㸵ᖺ㸱᭶㸯㸵᪥

ྎᕷ㐃ྜ⏫ෆ㛗
ࠛ㸷㸶㸮㸫㸮㸶㸮㸰
ྎᕷ㟷ⴥ༊᪥⏫㸯␒㸰㸱ྕ
࣮ࣂࣥࢿࢵࢺ໙ᙜྎࣅࣝ㸷㝵
ྎᕷᙺᡤ᪥⏫➨ᅄ௬ᗇ⯋
ྎᕷᕷẸᒁᆅᇦᨻ⟇㒊ᆅᇦᨻ⟇ㄢෆ
㟁 ヰ㸮㸰㸰㸫㸰㸯㸲㸫㸱㸶㸯㸮
㹄㸿㹖㸮㸰㸰㸫㸰㸯㸯㸫㸯㸷㸯㸴



